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ABSTRACT
The emergence of verified eBPF bytecode is ushering in a new era of safe kernel extensions. In this paper, we argue that eBPF’s verifier—the source of its safety guarantees—has become a liability. In addition to the well-known bugs and vulnerabilities stemming from the complexity and ad hoc nature of the in-kernel verifier, we highlight a concerning trend in which escape hatches to unsafe kernel functions (in the form of helper functions) are being introduced to bypass verifier-imposed limitations on expressiveness, unfortunately also bypassing its safety guarantees. We propose safe kernel extension frameworks using a balance of not just static but also lightweight runtime techniques. We describe a design centered around kernel extensions in safe Rust that will eliminate the need of the in-kernel verifier, improve expressiveness, allow for reduced escape hatches, and ultimately improve the safety of kernel extensions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Operating systems; • Computer systems organization → Reliability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The emergence of a popular safe kernel extension framework in the form of eBPF in Linux has ignited an industry around system-level capabilities from tracing and observability [21] all the way to security [26], networking [23], storage [20, 52], and consensus [53]. Core to its value proposition is an unprecedented promise of safety. To this end, eBPF programs are compiled to a restricted bytecode, upon which the kernel performs verification: a form of symbolic execution to examine all possible program paths and guarantee properties, including memory safety, freedom from crashes, proper resource acquisition and release, and termination.

Unfortunately, the current in-kernel eBPF verification approach does not live up to its promise of safety. An increasing tide of concerns is rising in the community questioning the correctness of the in-kernel verifier, which continues to grow in complexity. Kernel bugs introduced by the verifier, as well as exploits leveraging unsafe extensions that pass the verifier but violate safety properties, are constantly reported (see §2.1). Efforts are underway to improve the eBPF verifier through fuzzing [41], verifying the verifier [11], or rewriting the verifier with proof-carrying code [39].

However, even if the verifier were flawless, we observe that verified code makes up only a small portion of an extension program. In eBPF, verified code interacts with a growing set of potentially complex and unverified helper functions, which serve as “escape hatches” to make up for the severe limitations on program expressiveness required for verification (see Figure 1). In fact, by using helper functions, verified “safe” eBPF programs can violate all of the verification guarantees mentioned above. So, although extension writers pay a heavy cost to program within the constraints of the in-kernel verifier, they do not receive the promised safety guarantees.

We take the position that the current myopic approach to safe kernel extensions that relies solely on static bytecode
verification is untenable. Instead, we argue for a broader approach towards safe kernel extensions beyond static byte-code verification. Inspired by the use of language safety in OS kernels past [10] and present [12, 37], our key insight is that, through a balance of language safety, runtime protection, and separation of concerns between checking safety and performing kernel duties, the extension framework can be more expressive with similar safety. That increased expressiveness reduces the need for dangerous helper functions, resulting in better, more practical guarantees.

We propose kernel extensions to be written using the Rust programming language, because its approach to safety—including but not limited to memory safety, undefined behavior, and resource ownership—has been explored in other OS contexts [9, 12, 31, 37] and embraced by Linux [8]. Rather than attempting to check safety properties in the kernel, we allow a trusted userspace Rust toolchain to sign extensions and leverage secure key bootstrap mechanisms to validate signatures at load time. Finally, we suggest lightweight runtime mechanisms that complement Rust to achieve properties, such as program termination, that are not easy to do statically without severely impacting expressiveness.

We believe that moving to safe, expressive language-based extensions is a key step to continuing the growth of the industry and the emergence of more complex use cases around safe kernel extensions. Furthermore, as a new entry point to implement kernel functionality in a safe language, we believe safe Rust extensions will be an important tool to answer the call to arms towards safe and practical OS kernels [31].

2 VERIFICATION IS NO GUARANTEE

Despite the excitement and promise surrounding eBPF verification, kernel extensions have not achieved the safety properties that one would expect. As a result, the kernel community is cautious about eBPF, going so far as to reject use cases that would allow unprivileged users to load (verified) kernel extensions [22]. Here we provide more details about the known issues with the verifier, identify new challenges to verifier guarantees caused by helper functions, and make a case for a move away from the verifier.

2.1 Verification is not easy

It is known that the current eBPF verifier in Linux is buggy and brittle, due to its increasing complexity, constant changes, as well as the challenges of sound and complete static analysis [19, 33, 39, 50]. Here we highlight the growth in the complexity and bugs of the verifier, as well as its costs.

The verifier complexity is growing. As shown in Figure 2, the eBPF verifier has been growing in size to support new checks for features since it was introduced in 2014. For example, with the introduction of the bpf_spin_lock helper, the verifier grew to check that an eBPF program only holds one lock at a time and releases the lock before termination in any execution [48]. To support BPF-to-BPF calls, 500 lines of C code were added to the verifier [45]. Meanwhile, the verifier has been under constant optimization and refactoring to reduce verification time and memory consumption.

The multitude of new verifier features being actively developed (e.g., [18, 49]) indicates that eBPF has not yet achieved adequate expressiveness. We do not expect the growth to subside in the near future.

The verifier is buggy. The ever-increasing complexity leads to new bugs being continuously introduced. Table 1 shows that at least 22 bugs were discovered in the eBPF verifier in the past two years. These bugs open up two types of exploits.

First, a buggy verifier could accept unsafe, malicious eBPF programs, allowing attacks like arbitrary read and write [2, 4, 5], kernel pointer leak [3, 13–15, 32], and privilege escalation [2, 4]. For example, in a recent bug documented by CVE-2022-23222 [4], missing validation on pointer values allows unprivileged users to perform illegal pointer arithmetic, causing arbitrary read and write capabilities on kernel memory, and eventually privilege escalation. Second, the verifier itself can be vulnerable and exploited by unsafe, malicious eBPF programs. For example, a recent commit [54] fixed a use-after-free bug in the loop-inlining code of the verifier.

In addition, even a perfectly coded verifier cannot prevent malicious eBPF programs from exploiting bugs in downstream components of the eBPF ecosystem such as the JIT compiler [38]. For example, a recent bug in the JIT compiler [1] allowed malicious eBPF code that successfully passes the verifier to hijack the kernel control flow.

Verification is expensive. Verification costs both human time and machine time. It is known that the verifier frequently reports false positives that unnecessarily force developers to heavily massage correct eBPF code to pass the verifier [19, 39, 50]. A more fundamental problem is the limited scalability of the verifier. Since the verifier needs to evaluate all possible execution paths, it has to limit the eBPF program size and complexity to complete the verification in time. To satisfy these verifier limits, developers need to find ways to break their program into small pieces when
2.2 Verified code needs help(ers)

Even with a correctly implemented verifier, the promise of safety is still hard to achieve, because verified code interfaces with unsafe kernel code in the form of helper functions. As shown in Figure 1, helper functions (helpers) are normal, unverified kernel functions that generally provide read / write access to various kernel data structures (e.g., a socket buffer). Helpers offer escape hatches for eBPF programs to become more useful, as complex logic or out-of-program memory accesses may not be expressible in eBPF or verifiable by the in-kernel verifier. On the other hand, helpers provide a direct mechanism for verified code to misbehave.

Helper functions are complex. It is generally accepted that complex code tends to have more bugs than simple code. To measure the complexity of helper functions and a first indication of their potential danger, we statically analyzed the Linux kernel version 5.18 to compute the call graph of each helper functions. Figure 3 shows the number of unique nodes in the call graph of each of the 249 helper functions in Linux-5.18.1 As shown in the figure, helper functions vary in their complexity. For example, bpf_get_current_pid_tgid, which retrieves the PID and TID of the current task, calls no other kernel functions. On the other hand, bpf_sys_bpf, which allows eBPF programs to invoke a subset of the bpf system call, has 4845 nodes in its callgraph. Specifically, 52.2% of the helper functions call 30+ other kernel functions and 34.5% call 500+ other functions. Bugs and vulnerabilities in the helper function implementations are a natural consequence of their complexity, which, as described below, can be exploited by unsafe or malicious eBPF programs.

Helper functions are growing. The main motivation to introduce new helper functions is to increase the expressiveness and utility of eBPF programs. As researchers and practitioners invent new use cases of safe kernel extensions, rather than implementing these new use cases in eBPF and passing them through the verifier, they are resorting to introducing new helper functions. Figure 4 shows the growth in helpers as a function of time. Roughly 50 helper functions are added every two years. In addition to these helper functions that are specifically developed and exposed for eBPF programs, developers also have introduced new ways for exposing existing internal kernel functions for eBPF programs to use [16]. Since these internal kernel functions were not written with eBPF usage in mind, it is even more likely that their use by eBPF programs will result in safety violations. With this trend, in the next decade, the helper function interface will be as wide as (or wider than) the system call interface, providing many opportunities for verified code to trigger unexpected behavior.

Helper functions can be lawbreakers. With more new helpers being introduced, bugs and vulnerabilities are constantly being discovered in various helper functions. As shown in Table 1, at least 18 security-related bugs have been found and fixed in the Linux kernel in the past two years. These results show that helper functions are far from being safe and can easily violate properties assumed by the verifier.

Table 1: Bug statistics in eBPF helper functions and verifier in years of 2021 and 2022. Instead of searching CVEs (which are not embraced by the Linux community [28]), we searched commit logs for security-related bug fixes and confirmed them manually.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerabilities/Bugs</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Helper</th>
<th>Verifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbitrary read/write</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadlock/Hang</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer overflow/underflow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel pointer leak</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory leak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null-pointer dereference</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-bound access</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference count leak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Note that these numbers are lower bounds—our static analysis did not account for function pointers.
To concretely show the dangers of helper functions today, we examine two different properties that are guaranteed by the verifier—safety and termination.

- **Safety.** The verifier ensures that eBPF code cannot access memory outside the program, including trying to dereference a NULL pointer. However, through a helper function, we wrote eBPF programs that crash the kernel. Specifically, we discovered a bug in the helper bpf_sys_bpf and constructed an eBPF program to call the helper with a union pointer argument containing a NULL pointer field. Since the verifier does not perform deep argument inspection, we achieved a kernel crash by dereferencing the NULL pointer inside the union. We reported this bug, which soon was determined to be exploitable (allowing an arbitrary kernel read) and assigned a CVE [5].

- **Termination.** The eBPF verifier is supposed to guarantee termination to prevent kernel lockups caused by buggy or malicious eBPF programs. However, we can easily craft an eBPF program that runs for practically infinite time while holding the RCU read lock, causing RCU stalls. Our crafted eBPF code uses nested calls to the bpf_loop helper to perform random reads and writes on an eBPF map object. It gives us linear control over total runtime; while we have run it continuously for 800 seconds (more than enough to observe RCU stalls), we calculate that with more nested loops and eBPF tail calls [44], we can craft a program that will run for millions of years.

### 2.3 The eBPF verifier needs to retire

Taking a step back, there are two reasons the current eBPF verification approach is inadequate:

- **Static bytecode verification has both soundness and completeness issues, and is fundamentally hard to scale, which inevitably admits unsafe code.**

- **Unreasonable constraints on extension expressiveness result in the introduction of unsafe escape hatches in the form of helper functions.**

To date, the community has focused on the first issue, primarily by improving the verifier implementation. PREVAIL uses abstract interpretation to implement a userspace verifier [19]. Fuzzing and formal verification have been proposed to improve both the existing verifier and the JIT compiler [11, 38, 39, 41, 50, 51]. Decoupling the burden of proof from the kernel is being explored with proof-carrying code [39]. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, the issue of unsafe helper functions has been overlooked; we expect that even with the aforementioned advances in verification, helper functions will continue to undermine safety.

### 3 BEYOND VERIFICATION

Instead of continuing to go down the path of static bytecode verification—which is ineffective—we make the following suggestions for a new approach to safe kernel extensions:

- **The extension language should be more expressive.** A more expressive safe language can eliminate the need for some helpers and simplify others.

- **Static code analysis should be decoupled from the kernel.** Leveraging the broader (userspace) communities working on type checkers and formal software verification reduces bugs stemming from ad hoc implementation.

- **Static analyses and runtime mechanisms should work together.** Implementing properties that are easy and efficient to enforce in the runtime reduces the burden on analysis and/or verification (and its complexity).

In the rest of this section, we describe a potential architecture for safe kernel extensions that does not require overly restrictive verification and thereby avoids its pitfalls.

#### 3.1 A Rust-based approach

We propose that instead of relying entirely on in-kernel static bytecode verification using execution simulation, safe kernel extensions should rely on a combination of language safety and lightweight runtime mechanisms. Figure 5 gives an overview of the proposed kernel extension framework.

**Rust for safety properties.** Rust is emerging as a popular systems programming language—even for OS kernels [9, 12, 31, 37]—due to its lightweight abstractions, effective elimination of undefined behavior (e.g., memory errors or integer errors), and unique memory ownership model. By restricting user-implemented extension programs to only use safe Rust (i.e., no unsafe blocks), the Rust compiler takes the role of the verifier to ensure the code is safe to run. We envision a trusted “kernel crate” that provides the interface between the safe Rust of the extension program and the kernel.

In addition to memory and integer safety, Rust can also enforce properties relating to safe resource acquisition and release. For example, in eBPF, the verifier currently checks for the proper release of the resources acquired by the program via helper functions (e.g., the reference count obtained from the bpf_sk_lookup_tcp helper and the spin lock acquired from the bpf_spin_lock helper function), rejecting programs that can possibly leave dangling resources. In Rust, the resource-acquisition-is-initialization (RAII) pattern [7] can be used to create an abstraction around kernel resources that user extension code must use. When the object goes out-of-scope, the resource is automatically released in the destructor, guaranteeing its proper release.
Decoupling static code analysis. Rather than analyzing the code to ensure safety in a one-off implementation inside the kernel at load time, we leverage the full Rust community, toolchain, and the many ongoing Rust verification projects [40] to perform safety checks. By piggybacking on kernel support for signed kernel modules (and even signed eBPF programs [43]), our architecture involves a trusted compiler that checks and signs an extension program (see Figure 5). At load time, the kernel checks the signature to ensure safety. The kernel may need to perform some amount of load-time fixup on the program to resolve helper function addresses and other relocations, but it does not incur the burden (and complexity) of checking safety properties.

Runtime protection. As a general-purpose programming language, even programs using the safe subset of Rust can exhibit undesirable behavior, including infinite loops or deadlocks. While we rely on the Rust language for memory isolation and prevention of undefined behavior, we use runtime mechanisms like watchdog timers, signals, and stack protection to terminate the program rather than violate safety. Related work has also explored the use of hardware protections at runtime, including lightweight page protection keys to augment language safety [27, 30, 33].

A key challenge raised by runtime mechanisms is how to perform safe termination of an extension program. It is critical that any allocated kernel resources (e.g., reference counts) are released upon termination for any reason (watchdog timeout, Rust’s own panics). While in userspace Rust uses an ABI-based stack unwinding mechanism (e.g., 11vm-1libunwind) to handle exceptions and to perform cleanup operations, such a method is not desirable for kernel extensions:

- Failures during unwinding, which are permissible in userspace, cannot be tolerated in kernel space, as incomplete cleanup means leaking kernel resources.
- ABI-based unwinding typically requires dynamic allocation, which creates challenges for extensions in interrupt contexts, in which an allocator may not be available [17].
- Unwinding generally executes destructors for all existing objects on the stack, but executing untrusted, user-defined destructors (via the Drop trait in Rust) is not safe.

In our framework, light-weight mechanisms can be effective for cleaning up kernel resources. We can record allocated kernel resources and their destructors on-the-fly during program execution. When termination is needed, the destructors of allocated resources are invoked to release the resources. Since only the trusted kernel crate that interfaces with the kernel resources is responsible for implementing the aforementioned destructors, all the cleanup code is trusted and guaranteed not to fail. To deal with dynamic allocation of the unwind context, we envision using a memory-pool-based allocation mechanism or avoiding dynamic allocation altogether with a dedicated per-CPU region for storage.

Safety properties. Table 2 summarizes the major safety properties normally enforced by the verifier that can instead be enforced by the proposed kernel extension framework through language safety and runtime protection. Unlike eBPF, they are achieved without restrictions on loop and program size. We discuss other verified properties in §4.

### Table 2: Safety properties and the enforcement mechanisms of the proposed extension framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safety properties</th>
<th>Enforcement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No arbitrary memory access</td>
<td>Language safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No arbitrary control-flow transfer</td>
<td>Language safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type safety</td>
<td>Language safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe resource management</td>
<td>Runtime protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination</td>
<td>Runtime protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack protection</td>
<td>Runtime protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Safety without escape hatches

The fact that Rust is a high-level Turing-complete language provides the advantage of better programmability in contrast to the restricted subset of C in the current eBPF programming model. In this section, we discuss classes of helper functions that can either be completely eliminated by leveraging the increased expressiveness of Rust, or be simplified and made safer by rewriting some aspects of the functions in safe Rust.

First, the helpers introduced to compensate for the lack of expressiveness of the eBPF language can be retired. We use bpf_loop, bpf_strtol and bpf_strncmp as three representative examples: (1) bpf_strtol can be replaced by the built-in core::str::parse in Rust, (2) bpf_strncmp can be implemented entirely in safe Rust, without the need to call into unsafe C code in the kernel, and (3) bpf_loop can be directly removed given that it merely provides a loop mechanism. According to a preliminary study [33], 16 of the helper functions fall in this category and may be retired.

Second, many helpers for interfacing with kernel objects and procedures cannot be entirely removed but can be greatly simplified, with safe Rust replacing error-prone C code. Table 1 shows two bugs that cause reference count leaks in two
helper functions, bpf_get_task_stack and bpf_sk_lookup [34, 35]. With Rust, such vulnerabilities can be prevented using the ownership system. Using the RAII pattern, a Rust abstraction of the referenced object can be implemented to hold the reference for its lifetime, effectively releasing the reference count when it goes out-of-scope. Another example is integer arithmetic. Since Rust prohibits undefined behavior stemming from integer errors (e.g. overflow, as the bug in array map helpers [36]) via runtime checks, integer arithmetic can be moved from helpers into safe Rust. When a program invokes such a helper using the interface provided by the kernel crate, integer operations are performed before the Rust code calls into the unsafe kernel implementation, thereby preventing integer errors in unsafe code.

Lastly, helpers can be made safer by implementing a safe interface on top of the unsafe code. The interface can provide mitigations for vulnerabilities that manifest from unsanitized input to helpers that the verifier fails to check. In Table 1, bpf_task_storage_get has a null pointer dereferencing bug when the helper receives a null task_struct pointer [42]. The helper can be wrapped in Rust with the task_struct pointer argument being a reference type—the Rust compiler will ensure the program always has to borrow the reference from a valid object, effectively preventing such vulnerabilities. The same interface can be implemented for bpf_sys_bpf, mitigating the vulnerability discussed in §2.2.

We believe that refactoring the cumbersome, complex helper interface into a simple, well-specified interface can largely resolve the battle between safety and expressiveness, as explored in other contexts [24].

4 OPEN QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

Further verification guarantees. Most verifier guarantees are achievable either through Rust or a runtime mechanism. Recently, the verifier has included logic to reject / sanitize programs that contain gadgets that train branch predictors or similar to facilitate transient execution side channel attacks [46, 47]. While similar strategies could be applied on the Rust-level or binary level, there is a fundamental trade-off between increased expressiveness for extensions (which helps reduce unsafe helper functions) and the availability of program information to statically provide guarantees. We believe that safe Rust provides a good balance given the current state of the art. Furthermore, efforts to bridge the gap by providing formal guarantees about Rust are ongoing [6].

Dynamic memory allocation. The existing eBPF subsystem does not support dynamic memory allocation in eBPF programs, which makes them easier to verify [19]. With the proposed approach in Rust, it is possible to integrate a memory allocation framework for the extension programs. Such a framework can use a pre-allocated memory pool implementation [17], given that extension programs often run in a non-sleepable context (e.g., from kernel interrupts). Dynamic allocation greatly enhances the programmability of kernel extensions, allowing them to support more complicated use cases. Certainly, dynamic memory management brings challenges to ensure safety. Even though the user programming interface can be implemented in safe Rust, as the case of the current Rust standard library, low-level memory management code usually has to be written in unsafe Rust.

Protection from unsafe code. The concept of a single address space system, where language safety provides isolation between processes [25], thereby eliminating the need for expensive hardware context switches, has recently been revisited in the context of Rust [12, 37]. For kernel extensions, however, the threat of an errant write from unsafe code into code or data belonging to the safe extension is unavoidable. Unsafe code is used to invoke helper functions or implement low-level systems routines in the kernel crate; in fact, the majority of the kernel itself is unsafe. Lightweight hardware-supported memory protection [27, 30, 33] seem a promising technique to protect safe code from unsafe code, but raise an interesting question: if we must resort to hardware protection mechanisms, is language safety or verification still necessary to protect the kernel and extensions from one another? Even if not, the use of safe languages is one step towards the future possibility of an entirely safe kernel that can realize the benefits of prior single address space systems.

5 CONCLUSION

The vast potential of safe kernel extensions is being stunted by limitations of the in-kernel eBPF verifier. Moving away from the verifier will lead to a safer, more expressive kernel extension framework. The key is a balance of static analysis techniques with lightweight dynamic mechanisms. The Rust ecosystem provides the ideal properties for such balance, while also being well positioned to leverage improvements to program verification. At the same time, by separating concerns, a Rust-based extension framework can utilize increasingly lightweight hardware features. Finally, as Rust extensions enable more and more kernel code (e.g., helper functions) to migrate to safe Rust, new opportunities arise, not only for kernel extension use cases, but also to re-implement critical kernel subsystems and ultimately lead to a safe, trustworthy OS kernel.
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